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Common Inventory CHALLENGES
And How to Overcome Them
Where are **YOU** on the meter?

- I spend at least one hour per site making monthly corrections.
- I waste a lot of reems of paper each month.
- Every time the network drops, I must re-enter my counts.
- Duplicates entries are causing incorrect on-hand counts.
- I waste a lot of time entering multiple pack sizes.
How Much Do You **WASTE**?

I waste reams upon reams of paper each month just to count my inventory...

Save time and money by eliminating the multistep paper process.
How Strong is Your Wi-Fi?

Every time the network drops, I must re-enter my counts...

Any time Wi-Fi is dropped, the mobile device will automatically update once reconnected.
How Efficient Are Your COUNTS?

I waste a lot of time entering multiple pack sizes.

Users can enter counts for any pack size.
How Accurate Are Your COUNTS?

I spend at least one hour per site making monthly corrections...

Your counts will always update with the last entry, reducing the need for corrections.
Do You Struggle with DUPLICATES?

Duplicate entries are causing incorrect on-hand counts...

Eliminate duplicate entries by seeing the progress of your counts and pick up where you left off at any given time, providing an accurate on-hand count.
Faster, More Efficient Inventory MANAGEMENT
Horizon Software Communicates Seamlessly With Horizon School Technology Back of House
Work ANYWHERE

Enter counts anywhere you have inventory, using any mobile device
Be Accurate and EFFICIENT

Your staff can enter counts simultaneously without duplication.
Easy as 1, 2, 3

1. Log in.
2. Select your production unit and storage location.
3. Start counting!
Empower Employees
Improve Accuracy
Increase Efficiency
Simplify Workflows
Reach OUT

Horizon Software Sales
sales@horizonsoftware.com